
RUSSIAS ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

This 41th issue of the Russia Economic Report provides an Real GDP growth in Russia surpassed expectations in ,
reaching 

Because the budget rule limits government spending to long-term historical oil prices, if the law were to
continue into , it would have implied a reference price higher than the one that was forecast for â€”which was
an average USD 50 per barrel. Private sector capital outflows increased from USD  The boost that growth is
supposed to get from the RUB The , tons of asbestos produced from the city's mine last year was the first
increase in production the city had seen in years. These basic macroeconomic statistics lead experts to believe
Russia can withstand some global shocks, even if its economic growth remains at its low rate of approximately
1. The ministry projected growth of 0. The Bank expects the economy to expand at a rate of between 1. The
Central Bank also ended the regular interventions with the ruble, but signaled that it remained committed to
intervening in support of the Russian currency in case there were risks to financial stability. Due to
international sanctions, the government has been unable to borrow from abroad. Other significant imports
include pharmaceuticals, textile and footwear, plastics and optical instruments. Since Mikhail Gorbachev
attempted to address economic problems by moving towards a market-oriented socialist economy. The growth
continued in , with an increase of 1. First, the liberal economic and tax reforms of encouraged entrepreneurs to
invest and consumers to earn and spend. The volume of decisions facing planners in Moscow became
overwhelming. Bank Rossii spent USD  Considering that the price for Urals oil will average USD 38 per
barrel in , the Central Bank expects the economy to contract between 0. Chief economist of BCS Global
Markets Vladimir Tikhomirov attributed the first quarter underperformance to three factors â€” weak
consumption as consumers had to absorb the pension age increase and a higher VAT rate in January, as well
as much more unpredictable warmer winters that lower utilities output, a big contributor to the GDP number,
as well as slower growth of state military orders. In the first nine months of , the volume of foreign direct
investment in the Russian economy was 11 times lower than during the same period in  There was another
episode of strong volatility at the outset of second half of the year and, on 24 August, the Russian currency
closed the trading day at  Preliminary Rosstat figures show Russian gross domestic product GDP growth in the
first three months of the year was just 0. The three-year budget plan was designed to force the government to
take a medium-term approach and avoid making unsustainable pledges. In making the decision to cut interest
rates, the Central Bank indicated that authorities were more confident about the evolution of inflation and
noted the positive results of a drop in inflation expectations and decreased inflation risks against a backdrop of
their slowly but surely recovering economy. The cumbersome procedures for bureaucratic administration
foreclosed the free communication and flexible response required at the enterprise level for dealing with
worker alienation, innovation, customers, and suppliers. Russia responded with sanctions against a number of
countries, including a one-year period of total ban on food imports from the European Union and the United
States. However, since the global financial crisis hit the country in , the Russian economy began to run fiscal
deficits. During the same period, real disposable incomes shrank by  The exception was the year , when the
Russian budget incurred a 0. But the investment seems to be working: Russian officials reported 6. The slow
pace of progress in the implementation of the national projects led Putin to chew out deputies on live TV and
has fuelled tension between the various branches of government. Markets Insider compiled 13 surprising facts
about Russia's economy. Soviet economy Industrialization under Stalin Beginning in , the course of the Soviet
Union 's economy was guided by a series of five-year plans. Russia has the world's largest reserves. By the s,
during the preceding few decades the Soviet Union had rapidly evolved from a mainly agrarian society into a
major industrial power. Officially, the fiscal rule was suspended temporarily. The Kremlin forced the Federal
State Statistics Service to revise upward the figures for and  Under the government's cover, outrageous
financial manipulations were performed that enriched a narrow group of individuals at key positions of
business and government. Unfortunately, the government was unable to sustain that deficit due to the inability
to fund it. Since then there has been a noticeable drop in inflation, which drove the Bank to cut rates in
September from  In alone, , Russian companies shuttered their operations.


